Smart Search:
Search function
that thinks along
with you
Invoices, delivery notes, construction drawings or process manuals –
Smart Search finds what you are looking for. With Zühlke‘s intelligent
solution, your data no longer needs to be tagged and then searched for
at length. Thanks to its semantic search function, Smart Search allows
you to access the wealth of data in your company quickly and easily,
and to bring together different types of data from various sources.

You set up the Azure Cloud
instance

Your intelligent internal search engine

Zühlke installs the algorithm
and integrates it into the cloud

With Zühlke‘s Smart Search solution, you break down the boundaries that arise in
common CMS‘s as a result of the complex and often unreliable attribution of data.
Equipped with a trained algorithm, Smart Search lets you carry out semantic searches
of text files in your cloud database. Using learned contextual knowledge, the algorithm
performs an automated evaluation of your data sets in order to answer search queries
as quickly, relevantly and comprehensively as possible. If you search for an annual report, for example, Smart Search will also provide you with related content such as the
quarterly report – in other words, an intelligent search engine for your internal data.

Using our basic solution, you can start small and lightweight to quickly identify the
benefits for your company. Then, as needed for further applications, you can expand
the AI solution – individually tailored to your internal needs – and generate new added
value in all sorts of business areas.
Please give us a call! We are looking forward to starting your AI project with you!

You upload your local files
to the cloud
Smart Search delivers precise
answers to your search queries

Your benefits
Efficiency boost thanks to intelligent semantic search function
Quick and easy lift-off –
ready to go in one week
Customised enhancement of the
AI solution to suit your needs
The concentrated competence of
partners Zühlke and Microsoft
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Our solution grows along with your requirements

How it works

